Sirs,
Please find attached my submissions to your inquiry.
I am a ( or was) a Health Registrant and once a valuable human resource for the community .I spent
between 1961 and 2008 devoted to health issues until I was assassinated professionally by malicious
and self-serving notifications to the draconian health complaints system in Queensland - since
disgraced and dismissed-but reincarnated as AHPRA .
The cost to myself and family was and is imeasureable- the cost to the community and my many
patients was also large.
The Australian Senate is currently into its second inquiry into Health Regulation issues. I have made
submissions to both. It is important that your Commission is fully aware of the dysfunctional system
that has emerged from the attempts at a National system of Health Regulation which are described
in my submissions.
The National ranks of valuable resources of Health Professionals are being systematically depleted
by the current Regulatory system, aided by hidden agendas and vested interests of participants
which has become an industry of its own.
Large numbers of otherwise competent and good Registrants are targeted for political purposes ,
creating scapegoats seemingly to satisfy the entitlement vote which in the current era means free
and fault-free on demand services from under-resourced Health Professionals regardless of
geographic location, facilities or time of day.
Such phenomena are paralleled by other Countries with similar "free"
Health Services- and regardless of social engineering and political aspirations the experiences in such
jurisdictions need to be taken into account, particularly UK with its National Health and USA under
Obama-care.
The casualties of Health Professionals from Regulatory action is exceeding those of combat veterans.
The figures of those in Australia are being suppressed by the Regulator- which takes pride that its
body-count is a reflection of its effectiveness.
The wholesale destruction of Health Professionals careers to prop up political agendas has the be
curtailed, and effective checks and balances introduced to avoid repeated Kafkaesque and Alice in
Wonderland scenario's in which reputations and careers are terminated.
The costs to the community let alone the individuals involved are impossible to calculate.
The consequences for victims are horrendous. Suicides are not uncommon and mental disturbances
are universal in all victims even though not all obtain or seek treatment. Most events are flown
under the Radar as they are stealth operations and the victims are quietly exterminated with no
ready avenue to justice or compensation.
Attached are copies of my Senate submissions of 2016 and 2017 which I commend to your panel.
I would be more than pleased to address your panel on any specific issue.
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